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We sentence him to... Escape! The Escapists offer the opportunity to experience a light view of everyday prison life. As is the case with all prisoners, the main goal is to escape! While under the careful watch of the guards, go about your daily duties clandestinely secreting useful objects under the noses of your captors. Learn how to create seemingly innocuous items in useful tools and use them to perform
cunning diversion tactics. Understand when to maintain the line, apply your time wisely as you develop your own personal escape plans. Learn the daily routines of the prison, locate opportunities, scout potential routes, and even unlayered guards as soon as they become second nature. By remembering to join the call, keep your job and keep your fellow prisons aside, you can also benefit from advancing
your character's stats through various means, including increasing your intellect and exercising regularly. Balance the mundane routine with careful planning to achieve your ultimate goal – escape and freedom! It has 6 unique prisons to escape, 6 different methods to get out, 10 prison jobs to earn some vital escape funds, a breeding system to gather the items needed for your escape, such as shovels,
cutters, ropes and weapons like the sock apple, the blade of the comb or the cup of melted chocolate, about 200 items to find including more than 50 handmade items. The Escapists – Simulator for Android, where you will take control of the prisoner's prison and help you escape. In this game you will find many puzzles and dangerous missions that you have to go. Move through the prison grounds and
avoid contact with the guards. Control your character and search for your desired items and clues that will help open all locked prison doors. Escape from prison and hide from the police chase. Escapist players will appreciate numerous items you can use and bonuses. Play this game and get record results by competing with your friends. the game sequence, download The Escapists 2: Pocket Breakout can
play from our site absolutely free. Immerse yourself in the multimillion-dollar prison escape game, now on Android! Craft, Theft, Brawl and FLIGHT! You landed in prison again, and your only chance is to project an escape by any means necessary. How you do it is up to you! Why not cause a riot in prison? Or dig a tunnel right under the prison walls? Or even steal a guard uniform to blend in with your
captors? The Escapists is a unique prison sandbox experience with many items to create and match in your daring quest for freedom. Life in prison will keep you on your toes with the strict rules you will have to break. The guards are out to stop any escape attempt, so you'll have to avoid suspicious behavior by answering calls, in a prison job and hiding their stolen handicrafts. Escape is what you do best,
and you'll have to prove your skills in a variety of challenging challenging prisons Around the world. Become an escapist now!– Added new 'Jingle Cells' from prison – Fixed an issue that made larger screen sizes – Minor bug fixes and improvements The Escapists APK Version History The Escapists 1.1.556924 for Android 4.1 or more apk download Version : 1.1.1.1.0 5.556924 for Android 4.1 or higher
Update on : 2019-02-04 Download APK (88.63 MB) The Escapists 1.1.5.556924 for Android 4.1 or higher version apk download : 1.1.5.556924 for Android 4.1 or higher Update on : 2019-02-04 Download APK (88.63 MB) The Escapists 1.1.5.545782 for Android 4.1 or higher version apk download : 1.1.5.545782 for Android 4.1 or top update in : 2018-12-12-2 5 Download APK (84.76 MB) The Escapists
1.1.5.545782 for Android 4.1 or higher APK download version : 1.1.5.545782 for Android 4.1 or more Update on : 2018-12-25 Download APK (84.76 MB) Theists Escap 1.1.1 for Android 2.3 or a pkmis download version : 1.1.1 for Android 2.3 or higher Update on : 2018-11-01 Download APK (87 MB) The Escapists 1.1.1 for Android 2.3 or higher APK Download Version : 1.1.1 for Android 2.3 or higher
Update on: 2018-11-03 Download APK (87 MB) The Escap 1ists.1.0 for Android 2.3 or higher APK Download Version : 1.1.0 for Android 2.3 or higher Update on : 2018-08-31 Download APK (84.33 MB) The Escapists 1.1.0 for Android 2.3 or higherK AP Download Version Download Version (84.33 MB) The Escapists 1.1.0 for Android 2.3 or higherK AP Download Version Download Version (84.33 MB)
The Escapists 1.1.0 for Android 2.3 or higherK AP Download Version Download Version (84.33 MB) The Escapists 1.1.0 for Android 2.3 or superiorK AP Download Version Download Version : 1.1.0 for Android 2.3 or higher Update on : 2018-09-02 Download APK (84.33 MB) More from developer The Escapists mobile version of the game process and no different from the original PC , is to let a large
number of prisoners be released into prison. Of course, the game is also prepared for all kinds of means of escape for players to choose common common prison guards naturally Needless to say, players may also like strategy games like recruiting horses to engage in a big event, a vigorous escape from a big battle is also possible. And this version of the tournament will include six different levels of prison
map, the most difficult map was actually the military field of World War II, the challenge that I believe will be very sexy. First, the theme of the game is jailbreak, players want to play a prisoner enjoy a super comfortable prison life because it is boring, so I just want to jailbreak play. There are many ways to escape from prison, whether digging secretly from the prison fence to escape, you can also trick the
guards into opening the prison gate, but the preconditions are: you can keep up with the pace of life in prison. chain, players must follow the itinerary, get together, eat, bathe and exercise... In short, what should you do when you behaved erratically and you will be stared at by prison guards? Space to go, it's equal to the failed game. The game uses a day and night cycle timing system, the player every
day, in addition to tracking the activities of the itinerary, but also in his spare time to secretly implement his own jailbreak program, such as NPC for other NPC tasks to be performed to obtain gold coins, and and Use NPC to go to NPC Buy Escape or Quest Essentials.-apKawArd.cOm In addition, the game also has intimacy settings, if you and the inmates, prison guards fight, this will reduce your intimacy,
the latter makes people see that you want to play, if people are not alienated with the NPC is not willing to sell to you. Want to please them they can choose to give them some things like, if you accidentally sent the wrong intimacy will be reduced Oh. The beginning of the touch may feel that the game is somehow difficult to use, as the control is not flexible enough, do not know how to do the task, as
synthetic objects, how to escape. In fact, after some exploration can understand slowly, then just play then spend a few days (time in the game) to get acquainted anyway, after all, the gameplay is very rich, or worth exploring something. Something.
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